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About this Document

One of the most common mistakes of developers and architects of software systems is to assume that business rules residing in applications are a part of the system software requirements. As a result, business rules are handled and managed as software requirements.

Nothing can be farther from the truth. This document aims to convey why this is an incorrect approach and goes ahead with suggesting more agile methods for managing business rules.

Software requirements and business rules – Definitions

So, what are software requirements? According to ‘Wikipedia.org’ software requirements:

- Describe the behavior of the software system to be developed
- Include sets of use cases that describe all user interactions with the software system
- Include non-functional requirements like quality, performance, design constraints, etc.

Software developers and architects use these requirements as inputs for design and development activities.

Business rules on the other hand describe or represent constraints on the behavior of the business. Business rules comprise the core business logic of each organization, guide and control all basic business processes that form the backbone of any business transaction.

When working with business rules developers have to take into consideration that such rules are inherent in:

- Corporate charters
- Management practices and regulatory forces
- Human resources management
- Marketing strategies
- Pricing policies
- Products and services offerings
- Customer relationship practices

Business rules are the most dynamic component of any application. Therefore their constant and correct identification and externalization improve the organization’s adaptability to industry changes and competition.

How are business rules and software requirements related then?

To understand the relationship, let’s examine an ‘Applicant Eligibility Service’ example in an Insurance industry scenario. This service is used to validate specified applicant’s eligibility for a specified product or a set of products, depending on the design.

In this example, the requirements would describe the following:

- Service Signature.
- Deployment Platform.
- Performance Considerations.
And the business rules of the specific unit / organization would describe:

- Criterion by which the applicants are determined to be eligible.
- Which geographical locations are applicants accepted from?
- Credit Score Requirements.
- Minimum asset requirements, etc.

As you can see in this example, the requirements for the service and the business rules that define what this service must deliver are two completely different things.

The correct way for modeling requirements in such scenarios is to reference appropriate business rules from software requirements. To be able to do this effectively, it is important to understand that business rules and software requirements must be thought of and managed independently.

Business rules and software requirements – Different Owners

Software requirements describe software systems behaviors and are therefore owned by IT personnel – e.g. developers, IT managers and software architects.

Business rules, on the other hand, comprise all policies and guidelines in force, for a certain time period, that describe how each business function needs to be performed.

Going back to the ‘Applicant Eligibility Service’ example, the IT unit is responsible and accountable for the software requirements. On the other hand, the eligibility criteria for all different insurance products are introduced by the business unit and IT is not held accountable for the correctness of criteria definitions, but only for the correctness of criteria implementation.

Business users are accountable for business rules definition, however the way these rules are realized in IT systems prevents participation of business users into the rule implementation process. Usually business users are not able to take real ownership of the business rules that they are defining and executing. It is obvious that there is a challenge raising, because although IT unit is not responsible for the correct definition of eligibility criterion (business rules), they may however be accountable for the correct implementation of these rules, which they do not necessarily understand in their completeness.

IT and Business units in many organizations have to rely on traditional and in most cases ineffective methods of collaboration in order to handle ownership issues, which usually leads to incorrect rule implementations, time and resources losses. Now how can IT and Business units work together to resolve this?

Business rules and software requirements – Managing Change

Everybody knows that software systems once built need continuous maintenance. Change requests come for a variety of reasons and from different sources. It is of vital importance to understand that business rules and software requirements have completely different change cycles and changes occur for completely different reasons.
Changes to software could come in the form of:

- Software bug fixes
- Performance enhancements
- UI improvements
- Upgrades, etc.

Changes to business rules are always initiated by business operational needs. Examples of change requests to business rules include:

- New product introduction (Eligibility rules changes)
- New Tax regulations (changes in Government regulations)
- New pricing rules (competitive pressure)
- New interest rate sheets (in mortgage industry, from capital market)

So, how are changes to business rules different from changes to software requirements? Here are some more details:

- Business rules may change much faster than software in many different cases, e.g. in the mortgage industry, sometimes interest rate sheets change up to 3-4 times in a day.
- Business users involvement is required for changing business rules, as business users are owing business rules.

The Paradox - business rules vs. software requirements

Here is a short summary of what we have covered so far:

- Business rules are owned by business users, while requirements are owned by IT units.
- Business rules change lifecycle differs considerably from requirements change lifecycles.
- Requirements must always reference rules, never embed them.
- Business rules cannot be managed using conventional requirements management techniques.

We have just outlined what is called the “Rules vs. Requirements Paradox”. This is a paradox because:

- Business rules are owned by business users, but their implementation is controlled by IT.
- Business users are responsible for the correct definition and implementation of business rules, but they cannot enforce this in software systems.

Solving the paradox

Any good solution for this paradox should take into consideration all challenges identified so far in this analysis. Business rules management components offer a clean, scalable and business-friendly approach towards solving these issues.

Here is a mode detailed description of a solution employing business rules management functionality:
Requirements Gathering Phase

1. Identify all critical and volatile business rules in application(s).
2. Identify all those requirements/decision points in application(s) that must reference business rules.
   Per example, if the requirement is to build a ‘claim settlement service’, then business rules should be ‘claim settlement rules’.
3. Involve business users in identifying and defining correctly all those business rules.

Application Design Phase

1. Once the integration touch points have been identified, business rules design and application design can be initiated in parallel tracks.
2. This works well, because the application will no longer implement business rules in code or stored procedures, but will defer to the business rules management functionality for rule correctness and availability validation.

Application Implementation Phase

1. Implement your business rules using the business rules management functionality - Many rules like 'pricing', 'underwriting', can be even written directly by business users, because these are always in the form of tabular rules called decision tables. Business Analysts can be trained to write down the rest of the rules.
2. Application development and rule development are truly concurrent, because clear integration points have been previously defined.
3. The application will call a rule engine which is responsible for applying rules on business data and deliver rule based decisions or results.

Application Testing Phase

1. Different test cases typically can be sourced by business users or analysts.
2. Business rules can be tested rigorously, independent of the application, in the best case using test cases captured and provided by business users.
3. Use same patterns to perform regression testing for changes.
4. The test cases can be created and captured independently by different business teams.

Rules testing performed independently of the application testing eliminates the need to go through the whole application testing cycle for business policy/rule changes. Per example: rate sheets in a mortgage company can be introduced into the business rules management functionality directly and tested for correctness.

System Maintenance Phase

1. Because rules can be captured, implemented and tested independently of the application, now business rules lifecycle can follow its naturally different path from the application lifecycle.
2. Business rules changes are business driven and not IT driven. Rules repositories allow regular versioning and also enable specialized use cases like 'historical rules invocation'.
3. Once the major rules are set up by the rules development teams, regular rules changes / updates can be performed by business users. IT professionals can handle more complex ‘If – Then’ rules that might be difficult for business teams to implement.
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The value proposition of business rules management functionality

Based on the details outlined before, the value proposition of implementing business rules management functionality can be highlighted as follows:

- A clear separation between business rules (business requirements) and software requirements is achieved.
- Translation errors and complexity is reduced by enabling Business Analysts to participate in business rules implementation and change management stages.
- Representing rules in user-friendly formats like ‘If – Then’ and decision tables enables business users and analysts to work with rules directly. That helps to eliminate errors and collaboration delays, delivering increased alignment on top.
- Clear responsibilities are set streamlining effective collaborative processes - business users take real ownership of business rules definitions and application developers are no longer held accountable for definitions correctness.
- Concurrent development and testing is enabled leading to considerable turnaround times reduction.

Summary

Business rules are different than software requirements. Business rules represent different business requirements on how business decisions need to be delivered and are owned by business users. At the other hand, software requirements, in general describe software system behavior and the way users interact with the system. Software requirements are usually created and used by technical users.

Employing business rules management functionality enables organizations to clearly separate and handle individually issues arising out of the outlined differences. Therefore, leveraging business rules management organizations can step forward in building agile business systems which clearly and productively involve business users in establishing, managing, owning and executing informed decisions.
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